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Digital Curation – DarkArchives Audit



 1 Overview
The Digital Information Division has the stated goal to organize, maintain, control, preserve, and secure digital collections 
for maximum utilization. A primary objective of this goal is to continue and improve the curation of digital collections by 
creating an inventory of division specific digital assets.

Conducting an audit of the division’s digital assets will produce 1) a comprehensive inventory of data holdings 2) a 
standardized classification scheme and 3) an assessment of current digital curation practices. An inventory of digital 
collections is a necessary step to inform management strategy. 

 1.1 Business Case
 Capacity planning exercises are not possible without organizational awareness of digital asset location, 

condition, and value.
 Risk minimization and mitigation activities are reliant on a detailed inventory of collection specifications, 

assessment of management strategies, and effective knowledge management.
 Auditing digital assets produces critical information to reduce operational inefficiencies such as duplication of 

effort, unnecessary resource expenditure, and misalignment of curation activities.

 1.2 Project Scope
Scope Statement

The audit will identify, classify, and assess digital assets retained by the following library units:
 Vincent Voice Library
 Digital and Multimedia Center
 Turfgrass Information Center

In Scope (detailed) Out of Scope (detailed)
✔ sanfile1

✔ DarkArchive1 (12.61 TB)
✔ DarkArchive2 (6.81 TB)
✔ DarkArchive3 (9.3 TB)

✔ Other
✔ Solid State Drives

✔ Flash Drives
✔ Spinning Disk Drives

✔ Personal
✔ Work Stations

✔ DVD, CD-ROM & Zip removable discs

✗ Serving shares
✗ Access Copies

✗ Incomplete digitization projects
✗ Network shares not identified as in scope
✗ Removable media not identified as in scope

 1.3 Outcomes
Objective Success Criteria

Audit must produce a comprehensive inventory Deliverable (Data Audit Inventory)
Audit must, at a minimum, track fixity information Deliverable (Checksum Report)
Audit must inform an assessment report Deliverable (Data Audit Report)

 1.4 Alternatives
 A representative audit would allow for assessment, but would not produce a comprehensive inventory



 2 Audit Report

 2.1 Summary

The three shares which constitute what is termed the “dark archive” or “preservation archive” (“DarkArchive1”, 
“DarkArchive2”, “DarkArchive3”) are 14TB, 13TB, and 15TB respectively for a total capacity of 42TB. Digital files are 
stored in a shared disk file system on enterprise spinning disk drives in a RAID 5 disk array and are made accessible using 
a dedicated storage network (SAN). Everyday interaction with the “dark archive” is through the use of the application-
layer network protocol Server Message Block (SMB), also known as Common Internet File System (CIFS). This setup is 
considered a common enterprise storage architecture that is compatible with the variety of use cases and operating 
environments of large organizations.
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The audit revealed that the most prevalent assets were image files (TIFF – 86.6% by KB, 88.9% by files) and audio files 
(WAV – 7.3% by KB, 1.2% by files) which together make up more than 90% of the collection. The entire collection 
contains more than 100 file types indicating preservation masters (e.g. TIFF), compressed files, production files (e.g. a 
project file), and unidentified files.

File types in DarkArchive1

Extension File Sizes (KB) % of Total Files % of Files

tif 25016915395 86.00% 1314148 88.90%

bz2 239090764 0.80% 75084 5.10%

wav 2034520879 7.00% 16779 1.10%

pdf 132836631 0.50% 16698 1.10%

jpg 9073464 0.00% 16316 1.10%

cel 592889 0.00% 5075 0.30%

doc 144295 0.00% 4226 0.30%

gif 368154 0.00% 4158 0.30%

xml 47805 0.00% 3894 0.30%

txt 91329 0.00% 2290 0.20%

dat 1325486 0.00% 1847 0.10%

pk 2620042 0.00% 1777 0.10%

html 27765 0.00% 1442 0.10%

db 129117 0.00% 1172 0.10%

avi 335424034 1.20% 1152 0.10%

mp3 12358456 0.00% 1085 0.10%

ds_store 9534 0.00% 967 0.10%

xls 90482 0.00% 841 0.10%

htm 11698 0.00% 731 0.00%

js 12302 0.00% 696 0.00%

bmp 782726 0.00% 631 0.00%



DarkArchive1

Total Size (bytes): 13593854910464

98% of DarkArchive1

31.70% of archive

File types in /Volumes/DarkArchive1

Extension File Sizes 
(KB)

% of Total Files % of Files

tif 10163498894 80.80% 839989 85.70%

bz2 239090764 1.90% 75084 7.70%

wav 2011851379 16.00% 16503 1.70%

jpg 7072508 0.10% 14198 1.40%

pdf 91209477 0.70% 12158 1.20%

doc 142015 0.00% 4215 0.40%

gif 359508 0.00% 4087 0.40%

xml 47093 0.00% 3834 0.40%

pk 2569735 0.00% 1710 0.20%

html 26575 0.00% 1381 0.10%

txt 88240 0.00% 1076 0.10%

mp3 12223971 0.10% 1060 0.10%

js 12302 0.00% 696 0.10%

htm 9676 0.00% 624 0.10%

db 35732 0.00% 525 0.10%

ds_store 5072 0.00% 481 0.00%

xls 76851 0.00% 422 0.00%

css 1072 0.00% 325 0.00%

zip 35645280 0.30% 208 0.00%

lnk 111 0.00% 207 0.00%

rtf 5750 0.00% 173 0.00%

psd 416736 0.00% 158 0.00%

tiff 1175493 0.00% 130 0.00%



DarkArchive2

Total Size (bytes): 6960762920960

54% of DarkArchive1

16.23% of archive

File types in /Volumes/DarkArchive2

Extension File Sizes 
(KB)

% of Total Files % of Files

tif 6533922874 100.00% 195119 99.50%

pdf 952968 0.00% 348 0.20%

db 7127 0.00% 322 0.20%

ds_store 1417 0.00% 125 0.10%

txt 128 0.00% 21 0.00%



DarkArchive3

Total Size (bytes): 10234393149440

69% of DarkArchive1

23.87% of archive

File types in /Volumes/DarkArchive3

Extension File Sizes 
(KB)

% of Total Files % of Files

tif 8319493628 83.60% 279040 92.60%

cel 592889 0.00% 5075 1.70%

pdf 40674186 0.40% 4192 1.40%

jpg 2000875 0.00% 2112 0.70%

dat 1325482 0.00% 1845 0.60%

txt 2962 0.00% 1193 0.40%

avi 323018861 3.20% 1112 0.40%

bmp 762509 0.00% 617 0.20%

xls 13203 0.00% 417 0.10%

ds_store 3045 0.00% 361 0.10%

db 86259 0.00% 325 0.10%

vob 152740212 1.50% 311 0.10%

psd 1752896 0.00% 302 0.10%

<None> 625718626 6.30% 284 0.10%

wav 22669500 0.20% 276 0.10%

rm 5378480 0.10% 251 0.10%

spu 3367 0.00% 220 0.10%

tiff 1528197 0.00% 204 0.10%

ses 113244 0.00% 202 0.10%

prtl 17762 0.00% 198 0.10%

mpg 13442442 0.10% 171 0.10%



 2.2 Identifying and Classifying Digital Assets

The Library Context

While a filesystem provides a hierarchical organization layer above the data storage device it is not much 
more of an inventory than the aisles and stacks which hold the library's physical collections. Just like 
taking an elevator to access a specific floor and a known range of books, a filesystem provides access to a 
specific array of fixed-size physical sectors which make up a data storage device. Because a filesystem 
associates a filename with a physical location on the data storage device the filesystem is itself a 
rudimentary inventory. 

So why inventory an inventory? Filesystems are first machine-readable and secondly human-readable. A 
good example of this would be how the filesystem stores time. System time is stored as the number of 
ticks or seconds since “the epoch” which is an arbitrary event and varies per filesystem. Just like every 
library has a different floor-plan, different filesystems record information in different ways. In fact, each 
filesystem varies even in the amount of metadata it stores about a file (e.g. ext3 vs FAT).

An inventory is part of a management procedure which is cumulative in efficiency. Accumulating 
efficiency is difficult to do when systems are not interoperable. In the library world it is critical for 
human and machine systems to remain as interoperable as possible—with themselves and each other. So 
while it may seem like a time-sink to create a flexible, translatable schema in order to increase these 
levels of communication—the economy of scale gained by a little extra effort up front (standardizing on a 
flexible metadata format) will pay off with every transaction of information from the system.

Classification of library material can mean a lot of things. Librarians have devised many classification 
systems for many different kinds of collections. For example, it is not uncommon to classify an item that 
does not fit on the shelf as OVERSIZED, but to still consider that item a part of the collection. We use 
Library of Congress classification at a much larger level, but most libraries with special collections or 
non-book materials will oftentimes use other systems and even develop finding aids to support those 
items.

 2.2.1 Inventory

During the initial meetings between the Project Sponsor and Project Manger it was determined that the scope of the data 
audit would be comprehensive rather than representative. A comprehensive inventory attempts to account for every asset 
within the project scope while a representative inventory attempts to generalize assets by using a sampling methodology 
to characterize one or more subsets of the scope.

Because it was identified as an objective during the project initiation phase that the inventory would itself be a tool for 
future projects, a comprehensive inventory was determined to provide a flexible foundation for further curation activities. 
A representative sample would have still allowed for a complete assessment of the dark archives, but it would not 
facilitate many “post-audit” item-level curation activities such as deduplication reporting. One particular use case which 
justifies this rationale would be the indexing of item-level metadata which would provide much improved query times 
versus navigating or querying the actual filesystem. 

The minimum objective from project initiation planning was to track fixity information. Because tracking fixity 
information (e.g. checksums) is the basis for many preservation activities, it is important to store fixity information in a 
format that is easy to migrate. Tab or otherwise delimited text files are common methods of storing fixity information. 
However it was determined that storing fixity information as structured data in XML form would allow for further 
interoperability with batch metadata creation and extraction tools during follow-on curation activities.

 2.2.2 Classification



It was often discussed during project planning that it is difficult to determine what would constitute a barebones inventory 
and classification measure for auditing purposes.  Early in the project initiation phase it was noted that batch metadata 
creation and extraction tools such as FITS and JHOVE2 would produce redundant information (and duplicate precious 
CPU cycles) if more than the bare minimum of information was collected in the audit phase.  It was therefore determined 
the least amount of information to be extracted from the original audit would be the metadata stored natively in the 
filesystem using the tuple returned by the python os.stat function. As with the fixity information, this data is stored in the 
Forensic XML standard.

The inventory and classification deliverable could have taken the form of a delimited text file, an Excel spreadsheet, an 
HTML file, a database, or many other forms.  Any of these forms are able to be translated into one or the other, and so it 
was determined that XML would be used for the inherent validation and structure. The Forensic XML schema was chosen 
due to simplicity and flexibility.  Already there are a few tools developed from the digital forensics community which 
utilize Forensic XML natively, and it is a simple procedure to transform XML from one schema to another.

Future follow-on activities which can build upon the inventory and classification deliverable include indexing the 
metadata (e.g. solr), deduplication reporting (e.g. checksum comparison), additional metadata creation (e.g. FITS, 
JHOVE2), developing a preservation action plan (e.g. migrating), developing a monitoring action (e.g. BagIt, text 
manifests). 

The DAF classification of assets uses a rough mapping of Dublin Core for form 3A, and form 3B uses an extended 
element set that is also roughly mapped to unqualified Dublin Core. A follow-on activity identified from the inventory 
stage might be to investigate ways to directly map the DAF forms to DC and/or METS and/or PREMIS. However, it was 
identified early on as a parameter of this project that descriptive metadata (the crux of DC) had a lower ROI for “dark 
archives.”

 2.3 Methods
The item-level inventory and classification method was prototyped using the interactive python IDE, IDLE. 

Example IDLE session:
>> main('/Volumes/DarkArchive1/AgExt','/Users/collie/Desktop/audit_test/AgExt.xml')

Using darkWalker.py:
#!/usr/bin/env python
import os, os.path, re, hashlib, stat, time, optparse
from xml.dom.minidom import Document

start = time.time()
doc = Document()
def audit(path):
    total_size,total_files,total_dirs,total_depth = 0,0,0,0
    droot=doc.createElement('asset_inventory')
    doc.appendChild(droot)
    droot.setAttribute('xmlns:xsi', "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance")
    droot.setAttribute('xmlns:oai_dc', "http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc/")
    droot.setAttribute('xmlns:dc', "http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/")
    droot.setAttribute('xmlns:dcterms', "http://purl.org/dc/terms/")
    droot.setAttribute('xmlns:dcmitype', "http://purl.org/dc/dcmitype/")  
    droot.setAttribute('xmlns:premis', "info:lc/xmlns/premis -v2")

However, as prototyping settled on extracting the filesystem metadata returned from the os.stat function, it was possible to 
use a standard schema called Forensic XML.  Forensic XML is a barebones schema which stores fixity information along 
with filesystem metadata (see 2.2.3 Rationale). Dfxml_tool.py is a command line tool for walking a directory and 
returning Forensic XML.

dfxml_tool.py with addition of x.xmlout("inode",os.stat(fn)[stat.ST_INO]) :



#!/usr/bin/python
#
# generate MD5s for a directory in Digital Forensics XML Output
# Uses dublin core.
# Find out more at http://www.dublincore.org/documents/dc-xml-guidelines/
# http://dublincore.org/documents/dc-citation-guidelines/

import hashlib, stat
from xml.sax.saxutils import escape

xmloutputversion = '0.3'
dfxml_ns = {'xmlns':'http://afflib.org/fiwalk/',
         'xmlns:xsi':'http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance',
         'xmlns:dc':'http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'}



 3 Assessment Report
In light of early criticisms of the OAIS repository model—particularly that it has, to date, encouraged adopting non-
optimized turn-key software packages rather than building nuanced and robust preservation environments--it is likely that 
many repositories will look for scalable and practical ways to iteratively develop repository services (aka the “DIY” 
approach). The UC3 micro-services pipeline model, as presented at Open Repositories 2010, abstracts a model (the linux 
micro-service model) that is much more flexible and optimizable than the one-sized-fits-all repositories that have 
preceded it. The UC3 highlighted four foundational repository services: Identity, Storage, Ingest and Inventory. This 
fundamental tier of services  is considered by the UC3 to be a the first milestone to mark the progress of a repository. The 
next milestones a micro-service based repository will attempt to address are Fixity, Replication, Index, Search, and 
Characterization. The recommendations given below have been divided into general objectives which reflect the 
standardization of those foundational repository services (Identity, Storage, Ingest, Inventory), as well as some services 
which would prepare the repository for those “next milestones” (Fixity, Replication, Index, Search, Characterization). The 
recommendations in this document will make a series of small steps which will help to meet both the baseline 
requirements set out by the UC3 micro-services model and the applicable standards of the OAIS framework.

MILESTONES Retroactive  Current  Proactive 

Establish programatic 
access

Develop and apply filename 
and file hierarchy standards

Standardize and document 
ingest workflow

Investigate hierarchical file 
packaging structures (Fedora, 
BagIt, etc)

Employ preservation 
actions

Develop and document 
deaccessioning procedure

Develop and document format 
migration matrix and 
supported formats matrix

Complete capacity planning 
exercises to direct future 
collection growth and influence 
infrastructure expansion

Expand resources & 
infrastructure

Support decision making for 
offline and/or remote storage, 
document redundancy, 
replication and backup strategy

Develop and document 
hardware refresh cycle

Use use cases and capacity 
planning documentation to 
influence infrastructure 
expenditure

Exercise policy Develop use cases and 
document current policies and 
workflows

Develop and/or document 
collection development and 
management policies

Develop standard agreements 
including submission and 
licensing agreements

Following are descriptions of the above recommendations. Some of the recommendations made have already been met, 
but may need revising or documentation; in other cases, operations may exist within one unit but not within another. 
Therefore, it will be important to build upon existing infrastructure and operations where they exist. Following some 
recommendations are links to extant examples, although these links are intended to be informational and not perspective 
or comprehensive.

 3.1 Establish programatic access to content
In order to establish programatic access to repository content the most critical activities going forward are to: 1) 
standardize file hierarchy and naming conventions; 2) standardize creation, ingest, and description of new content; and 3) 
investigate hierarchical file packaging structures that may be utilized for future collections.

File-naming conventions are typically institution specific (unlike permanent identifiers) and are used for local file access 
within the archive or repository. Best practices exist for file-naming including restricting the use of special characters, 
suggesting a maximum length of filename, description of contents, date and formats, versioning and consistency among 
other practices. It is important that the archive adopts and customizes a file-naming best practice and retroactively assigns 
appropriate file names in order to facilitate local access including programatic utility.

• Best Practices for File-Naming  

http://www.records.ncdcr.gov/erecords/filenaming_20080508_final.pdf


File-hierarchy conventions are also typically institution specific, and are used to organize files within a storage array. 
Best practices exist for file-hierarchies including maximum directory depth, directory naming conventions, and 
organization guidelines. It is important that the archive adopts and customizes a file-hierarchy standard and retroactively 
organizes collections into archival packages. This practice will not only establish programatic access, but will also 
formalize collections in an archival state.  This status will signal the end of another process (i.e. digitization, ingest), and 
can be the trigger for other actions.

An ingest workflow will describe the current procedures for selecting, acquiring, and moving content into the archive. 
These procedures will ensure that future content will meet the standards prescribed for programatic access to content. A 
well-documented ingest workflow can also increase operational efficiency as it will assist with student training, problem 
collections, and other preservation actions further in the collection management cycle. Establishing an ingest workflow is 
important for the archive to maintain the standard of programatic access, but formalization will also influence the 
development of repository policies and procedures.

• Digital Curation 101 (DCC) – Ingest  
• Archivematica Ingest example  

Hierarchical file packaging structures are organization schemes for both organizing and monitoring collections. These 
structures generally rely on file manifests and checksum reporting to monitor the bit-level condition of repository content. 
It is important for the archive to investigate packaging structures as they are the basis of many broader monitoring 
processes.

• BagIt  

 3.2 Employ preservation action plan
In order to properly employ a preservation action plan, the first steps going forward are to: 1) develop and document 
deaccessioning procedure; 2) develop and document a format migration matrix and supported formats matrix; 3) complete 
capacity planning exercises to direct future collection growth and influence infrastructure expansion.

Deaccessioning procedures (“weeding”) are preservation actions that are triggered by policy decisions. Deaccessioning 
procedures will generally result from collection management activities.  Such management activities may include 
response to deduplication reports, inability to preserve item due to condition or cost, or changes in the scope of the 
collection development policy. The archives must develop a workflow for deaccessioning items that is tractable for 
involved personnel and administrative units.

A supported format matrix will indicate which format types are supported by the preservation actions and policies of the 
archive. Standards exists for preservation file formats and generally account for formats which are non-proprietary, open 
and documented, in common usage, in standard representation (ASCII or Unicode), unencrypted and uncompressed. It 
will be important for the matrix to account for text documents, multimedia, spreadsheet, database, email, and executable 
file formats.

• Deep Blue Supported Formats  

A format migration matrix will indicate the migration path of file formats which do not conform to the supported format 
matrix. This matrix must account for software or command line tools (incl. parameters, batching, specifications, and so 
forth) as well as general workflow information.

• Preservation action plan  

Capacity planning exercises will indicate collection growth rates and help to predict expansion and/or addition of file 
shares. They will also help inform a hardware refresh lifecycle. Most importantly capacity planning exercises will inform 
collection development and collection management policies.

 3.3 Expand resources & infrastructure

http://e-records.chrisprom.com/?page_id=581
http://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/about/deepbluepreservation.jsp
https://wiki.ucop.edu/display/Curation/BagIt
http://archivematica.org/wiki/index.php?title=Ingest_(0.5)
http://www.dcc.ac.uk/sites/default/files/DC%20101%20Ingest.pdf


In order to facilitate the expansion of resources and infrastructure to support the archives, the first steps going forward are 
to: 1) support decision making for offline and/or remote storage; 2) develop and document a hardware refresh cycle; 3) 
and utilize use cases and capacity planning documentation to influence infrastructure expenditure.

Offline and/or remote storage are integral components of data redundancy and backup solutions. These projects are in 
various stages of implementation, upgrade, or purchasing. It will be important for the archives to document and diagram 
the integrity and function of these systems in order to inform policy and decision-making.

A hardware refresh cycle will limit the impact of degradation of hardware and hardware obsolescence while taking 
advantage of the improvements of newer technology. 

A direct effect of a hardware refresh lifecycle is the ability to influence infrastructure expenditure. A hardware refresh 
cycle has the potential to lower costs by distributing lump sum expenditure, but also by strategizing upgrades around 
market changes rather than responding to deadlines.

 3.4 Exercise policy
In order to exercise extant policy and inform future policies, the first steps going forward are to: 1) develop use cases and 
document current policies and workflows; 2) develop and/or document collection management and acquisition policies; 3) 
and develop standard agreements including submission and licensing agreements.

Developing use cases can assist with documenting current policies and workflows, which will be important for 
succession planning, student and staff training, and knowledge management. Use cases can also be consulted when 
changes to workflow are desired (e.g. new software, new ingest procedure, etc). Use cases and workflow documentation 
can also expose  similarities and linkages in the workflows for TIC, DMC, VVL and other units which can be standardized 
for greater interoperability. 

Use cases and capacity planning exercises can be consulted to revisit or develop collection development policies. A 
collection development policy for digital collections should draw upon existing policies which deal with heterogeneous 
collections such as Special Collections and should expand upon policies for subject-based collections. Collection 
development policy should provide guidance for acquiring and building collections, as well as provide for selection 
criteria for new collections in accordance with the identified scope, purpose, and goals of the dark archives.

A collection management policy will define future collection assessment and maintenance activities.  Included will be 
cases for triggering deduplication and/or deaccessioning, expansion, or migration procedures. Also included will be cases 
for further audit and risk mitigation procedures. 

Standard agreements for working with both internal and external clients will help to formalize and regulate the archives 
relationships for various projects. Agreements should build upon those existing agreements and relationships, as well as 
accommodate standardized licensing arrangements. 
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